STATEMENT OF BASIS, PURPOSE, SPECIFIC STATUTORY AUTHORITY, AND FINDINGS


I. BASIS: The Director (“Director”) of the Division of Labor Standards and Statistics (“Division”) has authority to adopt rules and regulations on wage-and-hour and workplace conditions, under the authority listed in Part II, which is incorporated into Part I as well. The Division issued proposed rules relating to agricultural labor conditions on October 29, 2021; as modified follow the rulemaking process, these Rules are adopted January 31, 2022, and effective May 1, 2022.

II. SPECIFIC STATUTORY AUTHORITY: These Rules are issued under the authority, and as enforcement, of Articles 1, 2, 4, 6, 12, and 13.5 of C.R.S. Title 8 (2022), including but not limited to statutes listed in the Agricultural Labor Conditions Rules, Rule 1.1, and Appendix A (both incorporated into this Part II), and are intended to be consistent with the State Administrative Procedures Act, C.R.S. § 24-4-101, et seq.

III. FINDINGS, JUSTIFICATIONS, AND REASONS FOR ADOPTION. Pursuant to C.R.S. § 24-4-103(4)(b), the Director finds as follows: (A) demonstrated need exists for these rules, as detailed in the findings in Part IV, which are incorporated into this finding as well; (B) proper statutory authority exists for the rules, as detailed in the list of statutory authority in Part II, which is incorporated into this finding as well; (C) to the extent practicable, the rules are clearly stated so that their meaning will be understood by any party required to comply; (D) the rules do not conflict with other provisions of law; and (E) any duplicating or overlapping has been minimized and is explained by the Division.

IV. SPECIFIC FINDINGS FOR ADOPTION. Pursuant to C.R.S. § 24-4-103(6), the Director finds as follows. The “Agricultural Labor Conditions Rules” is a new rule set implementing requirements of the Agricultural Labor Rights and Responsibilities Act (“ALRRA”), Colorado SB 21-087 (enacted June 25, 2021). ALRRA requires Division rulemaking to provide agricultural workers (a) protection from heat illness and injury, and (b) access to key service providers.1 Below are findings and explanations as to the nature of, and basis for, the rules proposed and issued to satisfy this statutory mandate.

A. Rules 1 and 2: Statement of Purpose, Authority, and Construction; and Definitions.

Rule 1 details the relationship of these rules to ALRRA and other statutes, and the Division’s intent for these Rules to remain in effect to the maximum extent possible if any portion is held invalid. It also identifies other key labor laws applicable to agriculture, such as minimum wage, overtime, and rest and meal period requirements in ALRRA and in the Colorado Overtime and Minimum Pay Standards (COMPS) Order, 7 CCR 1103-1. Rule 2 defines key terms: some are statutory (e.g., Rule 2.2 and 2.3 incorporate ALRRA definitions of an agricultural “employee,” “worker,” and “employer”), or from other rule sets (e.g., “meal period” and “rest period” are as COMPS Rules 5.1-5.2 defines); others are specific to these rules (e.g., “potable water” that must be “provided” to employees for heat protection, and that employer obligations to “provide” items, such as for service provider access needs, means free of charge and unconditionally). As proposed, Rule 2.8 referenced federal regulations on housing, food, transportation, and equipment that employers must provide H-2A visa range workers without cost or deduction: 20 C.F.R. §§ 655.210, 655.1304. To prevent confusion if those federal citations change, the final rule omits those citation numbers, intending no substantive change.


Rule 3 covers employer obligations to protect employees from heat-related illness and injury. ALRRA requires: rules that require agricultural employers to protect agricultural workers from heat-related stress illnesses and injuries when the outside temperatures reach eighty degrees or higher, with discretion to adjust requirements based on environmental factors, exposure time, acclimatization, and metabolic demands of the job as set forth in the federal Department of Health and Human Services Centers for Disease Control and Prevention National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health [NIOSH] 2016 Revised Publication: Criteria For A Recommended Standard, Occupational Exposure To Heat And Hot Environments [“the NIOSH publication”].

Pursuant to this statutory mandate, the heat rules apply where a worksite is 80 degrees fahrenheit or higher, with additional requirements applicable to increased risk conditions arising from environmental or other factors.

---

1 Other ALRRA requirements (e.g., minimum wage, overtime pay, and retaliation protections) are addressed in other rule sets, including but not limited to the Colorado Overtime and Minimum Pay Standards (COMPS) Order, 7 CCR 1103-1, and Colorado Whistleblower, Anti-Retaliation, Non-Interference, and Notice-Giving Rules (“Colorado WARNING Rules”), 7 CCR 1103-11.

In crafting heat safety rules, the first rule set of this kind in Colorado, the Division looked to other states with existing standards (Washington, Oregon, and California) and federal scientific and public health guidance (including the NIOSH publication and Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) publications). Among published guidance, the Division particularly looked to recommendations, findings, and evidence in the NIOSH publication, since (as quoted above) ALRRA expressly mandates that aspects of the Division’s heat rulemaking base on factors “as set forth in” that specific publication, which the Division also independently finds to be a valuable, credible source. The rules also emphasize key safety needs for work in hot environments identified in OSHA’s “Water. Shade. Rest.” as well as training and safety procedures to prevent heat illness and injury, and to respond to employee symptoms or medical attention needs.

1. Rule 3.1: Application.

Rule 3.1 identifies when the basic heat protection requirements apply—a threshold temperature of 80 degrees fahrenheit—and how to determine whether the temperature triggers those requirements, based on the type of worksite.

For outdoor worksites (e.g., crop fields), employers must use a forecast from the same locality from no later than noon the prior day, with discretion to use any forecast from a reliable source, as defined in the rule. A forecast, rather than an actual temperature, is used: (1) in recognition of possible difficulty in measuring temperature across large areas, and (2) for employers to be able to know their obligations before workdays begin. However, employers at all worksites must comply with heat rules to the maximum extent possible if they become aware of changed conditions during the workday.

These rules also apply to indoor worksites with temperatures above the threshold triggering heat protections. High temperatures in some indoor agriculture warrant heat protections no less than outdoor agriculture. For example:

A big problem is with the working conditions in the heat. Some of the flowers are grown in greenhouses that were originally for tomatoes and needed high heat. If it is 100 degrees outside, then it is 20 to 30 degrees hotter inside. The greenhouses are very large and have just three exits, so the exits can be far from where you are working. We can go outside to get a little fresh air, but it is open land and there are rattlesnakes all around, so we are not comfortable going out there. There are sufficient bathrooms, but they are a long way from where we work, perhaps a kilometer away.

But indoor worksites lack the temperature-measuring concerns of outdoor worksites, and forecasts may not reflect indoor conditions. Employers therefore must determine whether a threshold temperature is met based on an indoor worksite’s actual temperature (which can consider historic temperature data, or predicted indoor temperature based on outdoor temperature) or anticipated temperature (for example, when, for growing needs, employers affect indoor temperature).

As proposed, Rule 3.1 provided that the basic heat rules apply when the temperature at an agricultural worksite is, or is forecast to be, 80 degrees or higher, except when either (1) increased risk conditions trigger additional requirements; or (2) employees work no more than fifteen minutes in any sixty-minute period in conditions otherwise triggering Rule 3 requirements. However, some employers may arrange work schedules to avoid hot mid-day weather. To avoid disincentivizing such scheduling practices that can protect employee health and safety, the Division added Rule 3.1(C), to clarify that otherwise applicable heat rules also do not apply if an employer determines that weather conditions that day are forecasted to trigger Rule 3 requirements, but employees perform work only at times when such conditions are not forecasted to exceed, and do not actually exceed, a Rule 3 threshold. For example, if outdoor temperatures at a particular worksite are not forecasted to exceed, and do not exceed, 80 degrees until 12:00 PM, and employees perform work only

\[^8\] Written comment by American Friends Service Cmte 10/15/21 (15-year agricultural worker statement, submitted by Milena Castaneda). The Division’s work also made it aware of indoor temperatures above 100 degrees in some marijuana growing.
\[^9\] Written comment by Colorado Fruit and Vegetable Growers Association 12/17/21, at 1 (suggesting such change to Rule 3.1).
between 5:00 AM and 11:30 AM, then Rule 3 does not apply during that particular workday. Additionally, because Rule 3.1 provides exceptions to Rule 3 based on day-to-day (daily) conditions, but Rules 3.5 and 3.6 require employers to implement heat safety procedures and to provide annual training about heat safety “[i]f at any point in the calendar year a worksite temperature of at least 80 degrees is reasonably expected,” the Division added Rule 3.1(D) to clarify that Rules 3.5 and 3.6 apply on this basis even if particular days, or particular work, are exempt from Rule 3 requirements.

The rule also covers what to do when a temperature forecast cannot be used, such as when a locality lacks a published forecast, or (as for some open range workers) when an employer cannot know the exact location of, or communicate with, an employee. Rule 3.1.1(B) provides that in cases where the locality lacks a published forecast, employers may rely on the forecast for the nearest locality. For situations where the relevant forecast cannot be ascertained or the employer cannot communicate with an employee as to the day’s forecast, Rule 3.1.1(C) requires use of a monthly average temperature, applying Rule 3.1 standards for choosing a locality and reliable forecast. The Division also amended Rule 3.1.1(C) to clarify that employers are required to use the monthly average temperature from the prior year, and the same month in which employees are currently working. However, each month has days above the monthly average, so requiring heat protections only when a monthly average is 80 degrees would not fulfill the statutory requirement of heat protections for days reaching 80 degrees. The Division researched the relationship between monthly averages and high temperatures for the month, and found that in Colorado: (A) months with averages temperatures in the 70s typically do have days in the 80s, and months with average temperatures in the 80s to low 90s typically do have days reaching the 95-degree “increased risk conditions” threshold; and months with average temperatures of 95% of the applicable threshold appear to always have days reaching the threshold — i.e., months averaging at least 76 degrees do have days reaching 80 degrees, and months averaging at least 90 degrees do have days reaching 95 degrees. Accordingly, to assure heat protections for as many days reaching 80 or 95 degrees as possible, employers using a monthly average must apply heat protection rules for any day in a month when that average reaches 95% of the applicable threshold: a 76-degree monthly average high temperature triggers the basic Rule 3 heat protections; a 90-degree monthly average high temperature triggers the Rule 3.4 increased risk condition protections.

Rule 3.1.2 addresses employer duties when temperatures for a particular workday were not forecasted to reach required thresholds required to trigger Rule 3.1 (rules for basic heat protections) and/or Rule 3.4 (rules for increased risk conditions), but at some point during the workday, the employer learns that such thresholds have been reached. As noted above, the proposed rule required that, upon learning of changed conditions that exceed a threshold, an employer was required to “comply with applicable Rule 3 requirements to the maximum extent possible,” but without a specific timeframe for the employer to do so. Because time is of the essence to preserve and protect employee health and safety, the Division modified Rule 3.1.2 by adding such a timeframe: if an employer learns of changed conditions triggering Rule 3’s requirements, it must comply with those requirements “as soon as[] possible.” Rule 3.1.3 addresses the general requirement that if it would be impossible or unsafe for an employer to fully comply with any Rule 3 heat protection measure, it must implement an effective alternative measure, documenting the alternative and the reason(s) for its use.

The Division further clarified when an annual temperature is “reasonably expected” to occur in a current year: Rule 3.1.4 states that the condition is satisfied if either: (A) any days had at least that temperature in the prior year; or (B) any day in the current year is forecasted to have, or actually has, at least that temperature. The Rule also explains that employers can use data about the prior year’s temperatures from any any reliable source for a locality that includes the worksite (or, if data for the locality is not available, for the nearest locality to the worksite), such as a professional weather service, mass media source, or government entity, including the National Weather Service (NWS); and provides details about accessing such data from the NWS’ website (as of publication of these rules, www.weather.gov). Specifically, employers can select “Past Weather” on the navigation bar and the region where the worksite is located to reach the “Climate” page, which allows for the selection of a more precise location, and create a report for that location showing the highest temperature reached in each month of the relevant year. Employers can create this report by selecting “Monthly summarized data,” entering the relevant year, and selecting “Max temp” as the variable.

2. Rule 3.2: Drinking Water.

Rule 3.2 describes employers’ obligation to provide employees cool, potable water, and sufficient opportunity to drink it during shifts. Employees working in high-heat conditions and expending substantial physical effort in their work, like many farmworkers, are prone to sweat substantially, putting them at risk of elevated body temperatures and
electrolyte depletion caused by dehydration, which can cause significant health problems.\textsuperscript{10} Other states with water requirements for agricultural and other outdoor laborers require employers to provide workers 32 ounces per hour,\textsuperscript{11} which is consistent with recommendations in the NIOSH publication as well.\textsuperscript{12} Rule 3.2 follows this consensus, requiring 32 ounces per hour of drinking water. Water serves the purpose of these rules mandated by ALRRA (“to protect agricultural workers from heat-related stress illnesses and injuries”\textsuperscript{13}) only if it is safely drinkable, so the rules require that water be potable and provided by a sanitary method. Employers have discretion on how to provide, replenish, and keep the required cool temperature for water to serve its heat-protection purpose — not above 60 degrees — such as with coolers, chilled bottles, taps, etc. Also, for adequate hydration in hot conditions, water must be readily accessible, so Rule 3.2(D) adds a definition of accessible: drinking water must be located “as close as practicable to the worksite,” “not otherwise too far for employees to reasonably access,” and — these requirements are conjunctive — “no further than 0.25 miles from the worksite” for employees on foot (at a reasonably brisk pace of 3.5 mile per hour, it takes about 4 minutes to walk 0.25 miles).\textsuperscript{14} Thus, water cannot be provided 0.20 miles from a worksite if it could be feasibly and safely provided closer.

To the extent that these requirements cannot be fully complied with for certain workers — i.e., range workers, who are frequently away from their housing all day and cannot carry 32 ounces per hour of water while working — Rule 3.2.1 provides that employers must ensure as much compliance as they can, including by replenishing water supplies at the same time livestock food and water supplies are replenished, or by measures allowing employees to obtain potable water from other sources when needed. While the initial rule only allowed for this variance for range workers, written comments to the Division noted that some workers on ranches similarly spend the majority of their workday mobile (e.g., riding a horse or driving an All-Terrain Vehicle), and may be located too far from a fixed or mobile source of water compliant with Rule 3, but may not qualify as “range workers” under ALRRA’s definition.\textsuperscript{15} Accordingly, the Division modified Rule 3.2.1 to include such mobile ranch workers.


Rule 3.3 requires that employers provide employees access to adequate shade during rest and meal periods. Access to cool space for rest is a recommended way to control heat stress by lessening an employee’s length of exposure to heat.\textsuperscript{16} While shade may be provided through any means, whether artificial (e.g., indoor space, pergolas) or natural (e.g., under a tree), it must meet other specifications — that it is genuinely accessible (near the worksite, and with enough space for employees on breaks to sit in), and not an unhealthy or unsanitary space (e.g., not next to garbage, rotted items, or exhaust-/heat-emitting machinery, nor in an unventilated room). Where it is impossible or unsafe to provide adequate shade (e.g., during extreme winds), Rule 3.3.1 states that employers must provide “equivalent” cooling measures, such as an air-conditioned space, during, at minimum, times when access to shade is required (i.e., during rest, meal, cool-down, and other breaks). However, equivalent cooling measures are an exception to the core requirement of shade, so it is available as an alternative only under the narrow circumstances listed in the rule — when “providing access to adequate shade is not safe or possible (e.g., during high wind).” Accordingly, mere difficulty or additional expense in providing

\textsuperscript{10} DHHS (NIOSH) Publication No. 2016-106 at 29.

\textsuperscript{11} See Wash. Admin. Code. § 296-307-09740(1) (“Federal OSHA and research indicate that employers should be prepared to supply at least one quart of drinking water per employee per hour.”); Or. Admin. R. 437-002-0155(4)(a); 437-004-1130 (4)(a) (“Employers must supply each employee enough water to enable them to consume 32 ounces per hour.”); Cal. Code Regs. tit. 8, § 3395(c) (“Where drinking water is not plumbed or otherwise continuously supplied, it shall be provided in sufficient quantity at the beginning of the work shift to provide one quart per employee per hour for drinking for the entire shift.”).

\textsuperscript{12} DHHS (NIOSH) Publication No. 2016-106 at 9, 82, & 104 T.1 (recommending for “workers that have been in the heat for up to 2 hours and involved in moderate work activities to drink a cup of water (about 8 oz.) every 15 to 20 minutes” (p.9), but with that quantity as just an “example” (p.82), because higher than moderate effort, or higher heat, requires more water (p.104 T.1)).


\textsuperscript{14} Written comment by Colorado Legal Services 10/18/21, at 5 (recommending water is “readily available at all times, especially during rest and recovery periods”).

\textsuperscript{15} Written comment by Colorado Farm Bureau 12/8/21, at 2 (suggesting amendment of Rule 3.2.1 to include “ranch workers,” who, similar to range workers, “spend their day miles away from the headquarters and away from their supervisor, either horseback or on a 4-wheeler, but [who] are not considered to be on the ‘open range.’”).

\textsuperscript{16} DHHS (NIOSH) Publication No. 2016-106 at 75.
adequate shade does not amount to shade provision being “not safe or possible.” Moreover, alternative cooling measures must be truly “equivalent”; thus, while such measures can include providing a worker with a cooling item (such as a vest, bandana, or towel), the rule requires that an employer furnish an item that “contains or is made from material that retains a cool temperature,” such as a towel made of specialized cooling material or a cooling vest containing cold packs – not an ordinary fabric item (bandana, towel, etc.) that is wetted with cold water. Additionally, as emphasized in comments to the Division, the requirement that alternate cooling methods be provided during the same rest periods when shade is also required ensures that shade and rest will meet the same protective aims of the rule: a reprieve from work that facilitates cooling down. The rule does not limit the provision of alternate cooling methods only to such time periods; employers may provide such measures to employees during the performance of work, too.

As proposed, Rule 3.3(B) provided that shade was not considered “adequate” to protect worker health and safety if it was located “too far for use during rest and meal periods.” Several commenters noted that, in light of the relatively short length of workers’ rest and meal breaks, if workers were required to walk long distances in order to reach a shaded area, such breaks would not effectively protect worker health and safety; rather than resting and recovering, employees would spend a significant portion of their allotted break time walking to (and returning from) the shaded location. To ensure that rest breaks offer workers time to cool down in the shade, the Division clarified that employers are required to provide a shaded area that is located “as close as practicable to” the worksite and not “otherwise too far for employees to reasonably access” during breaks, as well as one that is located within 0.25 miles from the worksite for any workers who are traveling on foot (again, assuming a 3.5 mile per hour pace, it takes about four minutes to walk 0.25 miles). The Division notes that these requirements are conjunctive: i.e., a shaded area must be located in a place that is both “as close as practicable” and reasonably accessible to the worksite and one that is located within 0.25 miles. For example, an employer would violate the rule if it provided a shaded area for employees with tents that were located 0.20 miles from the worksite, but located the tents on the top of a hill, and there was a much closer location where it would have been feasible, safe, and reasonable for it to locate the tents. Finally, because the COMPS Order provides that range workers are entitled to the same rest and meal breaks as other agricultural employees, Rule 3.3.2 was also modified from the proposed rule, to clarify that the requirement for range workers is that they be “be authorized and permitted to seek and use shade during rest and meal periods, and otherwise limit the impact of heat and sun exposure.”

4. Rule 3.4: Increased Risk Conditions.

ALRRA authorizes Division heat protection rules to consider relevant factors other than just temperature, including “environmental factors, exposure time, acclimatization, and metabolic demands of the job.” Rule 3.4.1 identifies “increased risk conditions” that, combined with the 80-degree threshold temperature, may increase health and safety risk to workers. When increased risk conditions are present or anticipated, the rules require the following additional safety measures: ensuring employees work no longer than two hours without rest, to lessen consecutive heat exposure time; and conducting a pre-shift briefing about heat safety procedures to ensure information about heat safety protections is communicated or reiterated to workers when most needed.

Rule 3.4.2 (numbered as Rule 3.4(A) in the proposed rules) provides that employers may satisfy these heightened rest break requirements by spacing other required rest periods and meal periods, but must provide additional break time to the extent that these already-required rest and meal periods do not cover the requirement. In workdays between eight and 12 hours, employers can accomplish this by spacing existing rest and meal periods, and adding one extra 10-minute break. The rule was also modified from the proposed rule in light of the adoption of the COMPS Order requirement that range workers have the same rights to take rest periods as other agricultural employees; accordingly, for range workers, “employers shall encourage spacing of the rest breaks provided in the COMPS Order, and other rest opportunities, to include rest every two hours to the maximum extent possible.”

The Division also modified the rule on employer notice during increased risk conditions (Rule 3.4.3; numbered as Rule 3.4(B) in the proposed rules). As proposed, the rule had stated that if an employer learned of an increased risk condition only after employees begin their shift or workday, it must provide such notice “during a shift.” Because time is of the essence when employees face increased risk conditions, and to better ensure employee health and safety, the

---

17 Written comment by Towards Justice 12/20/21, at 3.
18 Written comment by Towards Justice 10/19/21, at 10 (noting that “shade must be located as close as practical to the areas where employees are working”); Written comment by Colorado Legal Services 10/18/21, at 5 (same).
19 C.R.S. § 8-13.5-203(1).
Particulate Matter (PM), U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, n.4

Two of the increased risk conditions. high heat (95 degrees or higher), and unhealthy air quality, apply to everyone at a worksite. Extremely high heat magnifies risks present under heat conditions; one study of worker heat deaths showed that most occurred on dates where the heat was unusually high compared to historical averages for that date, and NIOSH recommends more rest time as temperatures rise, including specifically when the temperature in which heavy work is being performed reaches 95 degrees. The rule assesses whether the 95-degree high temperature threshold is met using Rule 3.1 standards for selecting a forecast and locality (i.e., the same standards for determining the 80-degree threshold).

The final rules, at Rule 3.4.4, state that when the worksite has, or is reasonably expected to have (as defined by Rule 3.1.4), a temperature of at least 95 degrees, employers must provide fans or equivalent cooling measures in all employer-provided housing. Comments to the Division emphasized the importance of recovery from heat exposure outside of work time — not only during rest, meal, and other work breaks, but also when work is over for the day. Heat illness prevention guidance, including training resources cited in Rule 3.6, stress the importance of air circulation, and the necessity of time in cooler conditions to recover from time spent working in the heat. Employees in employer-provided housing also spend substantial time during hot daytime (or evening) hours in this housing, including time sleeping, recovering from heat illness and injury symptoms, and other sick leave and days off, and time after shifts (including if shifts are shortened or rescheduled due to weather conditions). Employers need only provide employees with sufficient fans (or alternate equivalent cooling methods) to allow air to freely circulate in all sleeping quarters (e.g., any bedroom within a larger housing structure, or any multi-bed dormitory room): a fan of any type (e.g., an air conditioning unit, swamp cooler or other evaporative cooler, box fan, ceiling fan, or standing or table fan), that can continuously run (e.g., the fan is fully functional, does not require a button to be held to operate, and batteries are provided without cost or deduction if required). If the high heat increased risk condition does not actually occur, nor is “reasonably expected” to occur at any point during the year, an employer need not provide fans or other cooling devices in employee housing under this rule.

Unsafe or unhealthy air quality is linked to lung and cardiovascular health problems, and its effects are magnified in conditions that are common in agricultural work: outdoor work and/or long hours. Heat itself worsens air quality, both

---

20 This change addresses comments to the Division requesting clarification of these requirements. E.g., written comment by Colorado Farm Bureau 12/8/21, at 2.
21 Written comment by Towards Justice, Oct. 18, 2021, at 4, n. 19, citing Shipley et al. and Vose et al. (cited above).
by trapping pollutants and by drying out vegetation, increasing the risk of smoke from wildfires. Study data showing “synergistic effects of heat and air pollution exposure” on health outcomes warrant including poor air quality as a compounding factor to heat in these rules. The NIOSH publication recommends heat standards calibrated to “prevent harmful effects from interactions between heat and toxic chemical and physical agents,” based on studies showing multiple ways that work in heat increases risks from toxic exposure, including from both skin absorption and inhalation:

Although heat rashes are not dangerous in themselves, each can impair areas of skin and reduce sweating that reduces evaporative heat loss and impacts thermoregulation. Wet and/or damaged skin can also absorb toxic chemicals more readily than dry, unbroken skin.

Exposure to heat exacerbates chemical absorption and toxicity. Changes to the body’s core temperature can alter absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion of the toxicants. Increases in respiration can lead to further toxicant exposure through inhalation, whereas increases in sweat and skin blood flow can lead to more efficient transcutaneous absorption of some toxicants.

Based on the above, the Division finds that poor air quality is an “increased risk condition” for workers already working in hot weather, justifying its inclusion as an increased risk condition triggering increased worker protections.

As proposed, Rule 3.4.1(B) stated that the “unhealthy air quality” standard was met when an air quality forecast rated air quality conditions as “unhealthy,” “very unhealthy,” or “hazardous,” as defined by the forecasts of the Colorado Department of Public Health (CDPHE) or the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), which publishes CDPHE data. Further research by the Division on air quality forecasting confirmed that whether the CDPHE has issued an Air Quality Advisory (AQA) or an air quality-related Action Day for the worksite location is a better basis for determining whether an increased risk condition exists than a CDPHE or EPA forecast, because the CDPHE’s AQAs and Action Days cover all areas of the state, whereas air quality forecasts are issued only for defined areas in which air quality is consistently monitored (e.g., the Denver Metro, Fort Collins, Greeley, Colorado Springs, Grand Junction, Colorado River Valley, and Four Corners areas). Basing this increased risk condition on AQAs and Action Days also provides a simpler and easier route for employers to determine whether increased risk conditions apply, as it does not require determining the most appropriate forecast or air quality monitoring location. Employers may also sign up for automatic email updates about such AQAs and Action Days, further simplifying the assessment. Accordingly, the Division modified the rule to provide that an increased risk condition applies if there is a CDPHE AQA or an Action Day in effect statewide, or for a locality or other area (e.g., a region, or part of a county) in which the worksite is located.

The CDPHE generally issues AQAs when the Air Quality Index (AQI), which measures air pollution, exceeds or is expected to exceed 100 (a level deemed “unhealthy for sensitive groups”), or, in an area without a forecast based on continuous monitoring, if the CDPHE has evidence of conditions rising to this level. AQAs may be issued for “specific


29 DHHS (NIOSH) Publication No. 2016-106 at 57 (citations omitted).

30 DHHS (NIOSH) Publication No. 2016-106 at 128-129 (citations omitted).


32 The Air Quality Index (AQI) measures the level of airborne pollution on a scale from 0 to 500, and categorizes air quality as “healthy” or “unhealthy” for “sensitive groups” and the population at large. The CDPHE defines “good” or “moderate” air quality as an AQI below 100, and as AQI values increase, so do health concerns: an AQI between 101 and 150 is “unhealthy for sensitive groups”; between 151 and 300 is “unhealthy” or “very unhealthy” for all groups; and between 301 and 500 is “hazardous”. See CDPHE, “Colorado Air Quality Summary,” www.colorado.gov/airquality/colorado_summary.aspx.


pollutants (e.g., ozone, fine particulate matter) or for specific types of air pollution events (e.g., blowing dust, wildfire smoke).” AQAs also typically include information about possible health effects, and, in certain cases, information about pollution mitigation. Air quality Action Days are issued when “fine particulate matter, carbon monoxide, ozone or other pollutants indicates that either current air quality is unhealthy or conditions are expected to worsen later in the day or on the next day,” and “generally indicate” an AQI of “unhealthy for sensitive groups” (i.e., an AQI over 100). Action Days also “trigger a variety of mandatory and voluntary pollution prevention measures” — including, in the case of ozone-based Action Days, recommendations to reduce pollution-emitting activities such as driving.

However, the area covered by an ozone-based Action Day may include some places where the air quality is not actually poor, but where reducing pollution-generating activities would help improve air quality overall and in nearby locations. Specifically, some ozone-based Action Days may be overinclusive for purposes of these rules, and would not reflect actual worksite air quality conditions necessitating additional safety precautions. Rule 3.4.1(B)(1) therefore provides that employers can show that the air quality for their worksite location is still “good” or “moderate” (i.e., an AQI of 100 or less) on a (solely) ozone-based Action Day, and if so, they are not required to apply the unhealthy air quality increased risk condition. Employers may determine whether air quality for their worksite location meets this standard by using the federal National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) National Weather Service (NWS) Air Quality Forecast Guidance, or CDPHE air quality monitor data. NWS guidance, available on the NOAA website (which the rule text links), contains a map showing color-coded ozone AQI levels across the state (and country). The map is created by the NOAA by predicting and modeling ozone levels based on monitor data gathered by CDPHE and other state air quality authorities. Employers may also rely on air quality monitor data from CDPHE for this exemption from the high heat increased risk condition, using data from the nearest available monitoring site (as published on the CDPHE website), as long as the monitoring site is within 50 miles of the worksite.

Especially long workdays, of 12 hours or more, mean longer heat exposure, and accordingly higher risk, warranting more frequent breaks and notice to workers of additional available heat protections applicable in increased risk conditions. The NIOSH publication expressly notes that “[w]orking for shorter time periods and taking appropriate rest breaks slows down the body’s heat accumulation,” and recommends, as an “control” to lessen heat stress, “limiting or modifying the duration of exposure time,” including but not limited to by increasing break frequency.

Clothing and equipment that varies substantially from traditional one-layer work clothing affects the heat exchange rate between clothing and skin, which also necessitates adjustment in determining overall heat stress. The rule accounts for the types of clothing, equipment, or gear likely to increase this heat stress: an additional layer of vapor-barrier clothing or personal protective equipment (PPE), worn over regular clothing or covering most of the head and neck (i.e., PPE beyond a cloth face mask). The rule does not require compliance with increased risk conditions requirements for an

36 Id.
40 NOAA NWS, “About Air Quality Forecast Capability,” www.weather.gov/sti/stimodeling_airquality_background (“EPA, through its relationships with state and local air quality agencies, collects air quality monitoring data and provides it to NOAA. NOAA incorporates these data and NOAA weather observations into operational AQF models developed concentration fields.”); see also NOAA NWS, “NOAA’s National Air Quality Forecast Capability operational and experimental updates,” at 4, 26, www.weather.gov/media/sti/CMAS%202019.pdf.
44 DHHS (NIOSH) Publication No. 2016-106 at 22 (“Heat stress is also likely to be increased with any two-layer protective ensembles or any effective single-layer vapor barrier system for protection against toxic products, unless some form of auxiliary
employee’s own chosen type of clothing or equipment (e.g., their preference to wear a sweatshirt instead of a t-shirt), only that which the employer requires or which is required based on safety protocols for equipment used or work performed (e.g., pesticide application requiring employees to wear a protective hood and coveralls).

The final increased risk condition in the rule is heat “acclimatization,” defined as “physiological changes that occur in response to a succession of days of exposure to environmental heat stress and reduce the strain caused by the heat stress of the environment; and enable a person to work with greater effectiveness and with less chance of heat injury.”\(^{45}\) Acclimatization is a significant factor in protecting against heat-related illness, injury, and death. In a study of OSHA citations, lack of acclimatization in a heat safety program was the “most commonly missing” element, and the element “most clearly associated with worker death.”\(^{46}\) Rule 3.4.1(E) defines workers with increased heat risk due to acclimatization as those in their first four workdays (or first four days of work in over a month, for returning workers) — a standard supported by a study finding that 80% of heat-related injuries were in workers’ first four days.\(^{47}\)

5. Rules 3.5 and 3.6: Training and Safety Procedures

Rule 3.5 covers minimum safety procedures required if the temperature is “reasonably expected” to reach the 80-degree Rule 3 threshold at any point in the calendar year, to ensure preparation for compliance when needed. Rather than require employers to draft their own safety procedures, the rules detail key requirements to include: regular communication with employees by voice, observation, and/or electronic means (3.5.1); monitoring and receiving reports of signs and symptoms of heat illness or injury, including identifying the individuals responsible for such monitoring at each worksite (3.5.2); responding to possible heat illness or injury, including by relief from duty, first aid, and/or emergency response (3.5.3); emergency response, including immediate contact to emergency personnel, and transportation of ill or injured employees to where those personnel can reach such employees (3.5.4); and advising employees of preventive measures, including access to water, shade, and cool-down rest breaks as needed to alleviate heat illness or injury symptoms (3.5.5).

As proposed, Rule 3.5.1 provided that if an employer could not “regularly communicate” with employees (e.g., with range workers who are located in an area lacking reliable cell phone reception), it was required to communicate with them “as frequently as possible.” In recognition that this language may read as imposing a duty for employers to constantly communicate with such employees, in prohibitively expensive or difficult fashions, the Division replaced this phrase with the specific steps employers are required to take in the event they could not “regularly communicate” with employees, i.e., identifying and implementing means for (1) making contact with employees to monitor their well-being and (2) employees to obtain medical care in emergencies (such as those detailed in federal regulations for range worker visas). Similarly, proposed Rule 3.5.3(B) stated that if employees were working outside of the presence of others, an employer was required to monitor them for signs and symptoms of heat illness “to the maximum extent possible.” Recognizing that the reasonable required frequency of communication with an employee will depend on the particular circumstances at hand (e.g., it is reasonable for an employer to check in with employees relatively less frequently in cool weather, and relatively more frequently in hot weather), and to provide greater clarity and predictability, the Division revised Rule 3.5.3 to provide that employers must monitor the signs and symptoms of such employees by checking in with them “as frequently as weather, environmental, or other circumstances warrant to monitor [their] health and safety.”

Additionally, proposed Rule 3.5.5 provided that employers must implement “preventative measures,” including facilitating and allowing employees to take additional, preventative cool-down rest in shade if they believe they need to do so to avoid or remedy overheating. The modified rule clarifies that preventative cool-down rest time may be satisfied with

---

\(^{45}\) DHHS (NIOSH) Publication No. 2016-106 at xix.


a rest or meal period “already required” by the COMPS Order or Rule 3, as long as it otherwise meets the requirements for cool-down rest, i.e., monitoring under Rule 3.5.5(A), and at least 10 minutes of rest in shade under Rule 3.5.5(B)). The revised rule also notes that such preventative cool-down rest periods “otherwise qualif[y] as additional rest period time”; accordingly, if such preventative cool-down periods are provided in addition to (rather than by way of) rest periods that are already required under the COMPS Order or Rule 3, they are compensable under Rule 5.2.4 of the COMPS Order.\textsuperscript{48}

Finally, if an employee is taking a preventative cool-down rest break outside the presence of others, proposed Rule 3.5.5 required an employer to communicate with the employee about his or her signs and symptoms of heat illness “to the maximum extent possible”; as with Rule 3.5.3(B), to provide additional clarity about the meaning of this requirement, the Division amended the rule to require an employer to communicate with such an employee “as frequently as weather, environmental, or other circumstances warrant to monitor employee health and safety.”


Rule 3.6 sets forth requirements for heat safety training, and provides suggested training resources. The NIOSH publication identifies subjects for training which are, in large part, incorporated here.\textsuperscript{49} Three suggested training resources are provided, published by NIOSH Centers for Agricultural Safety and Health, which employers may use to fulfill their obligations to provide workers education about generally applicable training topics (e.g., heat illness and injury signs and symptoms).\textsuperscript{50} Employees must be able to understand training materials in order for such training to protect their health and safety. Accordingly, employers must train employees on specific requirements of these Rules, and on their own site-specific procedures for Rule compliance, including in the primary language of employees not fluent in English. Amended Rule 3.6.4 explains how employers can provide training to workers who are not fluent in English or who are illiterate or have low literacy. To preserve employer flexibility in providing information to such employees, the Division amended the rule to allow them to provide training that includes any mix of verbal instructions, written information, or online materials (such as videos or information) that are “in the employee’s primary language.” Several of the Division’s suggested training resources are also in Spanish, and employers can request assistance from the Division for materials in other languages. Additionally, such content must be “accessible to the employee,” i.e., it must be possible for the employee to understand it. For example, an employer cannot fulfill its obligations under the rule solely by providing a Spanish-speaking employee who is illiterate with written materials in Spanish.

As with safety requirements, training must be conducted if the temperature is expected to reach the 80-degree heat threshold at any point during the calendar year, and at least annually thereafter, to ensure that important safety and health information is communicated and emphasized before the hottest season each year. The Division examined historical weather data and determined that, in areas of the state, temperatures begin to reach 80 degrees in April; to that end, the amended rule specifies that if at any point in the year a worksite temperature of at least 80 degrees is “reasonably expected,” as defined by Rule 3.1.4, an employer is required to provide safety training “by April 20th of each year…and upon hiring for new employees[.]” The Rules do not take effect until May 1, 2022, necessitating that employers conduct

\textsuperscript{48} Although outside the scope of these rules, the Division notes that it will provide additional guidance about how rest periods required under ALRRA, these rules, and the COMPS Order affect the accrual of paid sick leave under the Healthy Families and Workplaces Act (HFWA); 8-13.3-401 et seq. Among other things, HFWA requires employers to provide employees with “at least one hour of paid sick leave for every thirty hours worked by the employee.” C.R.S. § 8-13.3-403(2)(a).

\textsuperscript{49} The NIOSH publication recommends training in the following areas for employees potentially being exposed to heat stress, and their supervisors: “(1) Heat stress hazards; (2) Predisposing factors; (3) Relevant signs and symptoms of heat injury and illness; (4) Potential health effects of excessive heat stress; (5) General first aid as well as worksite-specific first aid procedures; (6) Proper precautions for work in heat stress areas; (7) Workers’ responsibilities for following proper work practices and control procedures to help protect the health and provide for the safety of themselves and their fellow workers, including instructions to immediately report to the supervisor the development of signs or symptoms of heat related illnesses; (8) The effects of therapeutic drugs, over-the-counter medications, alcohol, or caffeine that may increase the risk of heat injury or illness by reducing heat tolerance; (9) The purposes for and descriptions of the environmental and medical monitoring programs and the advantages to the worker of participating in these surveillance programs; (10) If necessary, proper use of protective clothing and equipment; (11) Cultural attitude toward heat stress. […]” DHHS (NIOSH) Publication No. 2016-106 at 7-8.

\textsuperscript{50} These Centers were established “as part of a Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) / NIOSH Agricultural Health and Safety Initiative in 1990 […] to conduct research, education, and prevention projects to address the nation’s pressing agricultural, forestry and fishing health and safety problems.” Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, NIOSH Extramural Research and Training Programs - Research, Training Grants & State Surveillance - Centers for Agricultural Safety and Health, www.cdc.gov/niosh/oep/agctrhom.html (last reviewed Nov. 30, 2021).
such training in advance of temperatures exceeding the 80- and 95-degree threshold that may be expected in the summer of 2022; however, because the rules are not effective until after April 20, 2022 (and to allow additional time for employers to implement this new requirement), the rule provides an exception during 2022, allowing until May 31, 2022, for such training. Nevertheless, the Division emphasizes that the May 31, 2022, date provided in the rule is the final date to provide such training during the 2022 calendar year; to protect the health and safety of employees, the Division encourages employers to provide training by April or early May in areas that may have temperatures of 80 degrees by then.

C. Rule 4: Access to Key Service Providers.

Rule 4.1 details rulemaking authority for service provider access rules, including purposes stated in ALRRA:

To ensure that agricultural workers have meaningful access to services, the director of the division shall promulgate rules regarding additional times during which an employer may not interfere with an agricultural worker’s reasonable access to key service providers, including periods during which the agricultural worker is performing compensable work, especially during periods when the agricultural worker is required to work in excess of forty hours per week and may have difficulty accessing such services outside of work hours.\(^{51}\)

In accord with this mandate, the rules provide service provider access opportunities beyond the on-site access rights already present in ALRRA — which, as comments to the Division emphasize, are broad,\(^ {52}\) and are tailored to the issues the statute targets: agricultural workers’ difficulty accessing services when working long hours, when it would cost them pay, and when efforts to communicate with them at the worksite may fail.

Rule 4.2 details rights to communication access to service providers, which the Division finds critical to a key part of ALRRA’s rulemaking mandate: assuring services provider access for those with long enough hours to create “difficulty accessing such services outside of work hours” (as quoted above). Thus, the rule requires employers to ensure, during rest and meal periods, employee access to quiet, private space with internet and phone service, to facilitate access (e.g., for video or phone appointments, scheduling, or follow-up with providers), with additional requirements for workers with employer-provided housing. The rule allows employers to provide alternate meaningful access if communication requirements cannot be met (e.g., if the area lacks cell service). The rule also requires employers to promptly provide employees any mail or other communications for them that the employer receives. Because it can be unobvious whether particular mail or other communications are from or related to service providers, the duty is to provide employees all communications, to avoid tasking employers with discerning which are and are not covered, and to avoid having employers face consequences for violations if they discern incorrectly. For those whose work over 40 hours per week may cause increased “difficulty accessing such services outside of work hours” (as the ALRRA instructs, above), employers must let employees extend one existing 30-minute rest or meal period per week to up to 60 minutes (the extra time can be unpaid) to facilitate employee communication with providers during the providers’ hours of operation; employees must give employers at least 24 hours’ notice (72 hours for range workers) of their wish to extend a break in that manner.

As proposed, Rule 4.2.2 did not specify how employers would satisfy the obligation to allow an extended break period to all employees working over 40 hours in a workweek if a request to see a service provider is made less than 24 hours in advance (or, for range workers, less than 72 hours in advance). Neither ALRRA nor Rule 4.2.2 permit employers to deny reasonable and timely break requests, but to add clarity and reasonableness, the Division has amended the rule to provide as follows: “If an employer denies a request made less than 24 hours in advance (or less than 72 hours in advance for a range worker), the employer must allow the employee to extend a different break during that workweek or any break during the next workweek (in addition to other breaks to which the employee may be entitled).”

Rule 4.3 requires employers to provide additional compensated break time to employees working especially long hours, based on the ALRRA mandate for this rulemaking to supplement the statutory requirement of service provider access during unpaid time (e.g., when on breaks or off-duty), by adding “additional times ... including periods during which the agricultural worker is performing compensable work, especially” those whose long hours create “difficulty accessing such services outside of work hours.”\(^ {53}\) Accordingly, Rule 4.3 provides employees working 60 or more hours in a workweek with one compensated 60-minute break, and those working 70 or more hours with two such breaks. If the

\(^{51}\) C.R.S. § 8-13.5-202(1)(c).

\(^{52}\) E.g., written comment by Colorado Farm Bureau 9/28/21, at 3–4.

\(^{53}\) C.R.S. § 8-13.5-202(1)(c).
employer had no reason to believe an employee would work such hours, and thus did not provide such breaks during that workweek, it may instead provide the required breaks in the following workweek. Employees may use this time for direct service provider access (e.g., appointments) or for other personal use (e.g., rest or errands) that indirectly but substantially can facilitate service provider access at other times. Because it is not required that employees use this time for direct service provider access, employers cannot require documentation or information about how such time is used. Rule 4.3.3, added to the rules as proposed, clarifies that 60-minute service provider breaks are compensated as other rest periods under the COMPS Order, and at the same rate as time worked.

The Division also received suggestions that Rule 4 should specify that employers may require third parties to follow safety-related rules. However, ALRRA provides the Division with the authority to promulgate access rules on only more limited matters: “additional times during which an employer may not interfere with agricultural worker’s reasonable access to key service providers.”54 But Section 202(1)(d) already provides that employers “may require visitors accessing a work site to follow protocols designed to manage biohazards and other risks of contamination, to promote food safety, and to reduce the risk of injuries to or from livestock on farms and ranches except on the open range, if the same protocols are generally applied to any other third parties who may have occasion to enter the work site.”55 The Division will consider further clarifying this issue, consistent with C.R.S. § 8-13.5-202(1)(d), in published guidance.

Finally, ALRRA states that employers that provide housing and transportation to agricultural workers “shall, at least one day per week, provide transportation to the agricultural workers to a location where the workers can access basic necessities, conduct financial transactions, and meet with key service providers; except that transportation must be provided not less than one day every three weeks for range workers who are actively engaged in the production of livestock on the open range.”56 Some commenters suggested that the Division should amend the service provider rules to (1) clarify what it means to “provide” such transportation, (2) clarify the requirement to provide transportation for range workers “not less than one day every three weeks,” and (3) allow for workers to sign a waiver of the requirement to be provided transportation.57 Again, the Division’s rulemaking authority as to service provider and other access is narrow, not encompassing this transportation statutory section. The Division will consider further clarifying this issue, consistent with C.R.S. § 8-13.5-202(1)(e), in published guidance.

D. Rules 5: Enforcement, including Retaliation/Interference Prohibitions (5.1), Notice of Rights (5.2), and Complaints and Investigations (5.3).

Rule 5 specifies the Division’s investigative authority and procedures for violations of these rules, prohibits retaliation related to exercising rights under these rules, identifies how the Colorado WARNING Rules detail relevant complaint procedures, and lists methods of compliance with ALRRA notice requirements.58

V. EFFECTIVE DATE. Rule 6 sets the effective date of these rules, May 1, 2021 — a date chosen to give employers time to implement the new requirements and adjust practices as needed, while ensuring that protections are in place before the mid-year period that most implicates the need for various of these new requirements, due to both hotter weather and the influx of more agricultural labor to Colorado by spring and summer.
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54 C.R.S. § 8-13.5-202(1)(c).
55 Id. at (d).
56 Id. at (e).
57 Written comment by Colorado Wool Growers Association 12/8/21, at 1–2.
58 C.R.S. § 8-13.5-202(3).